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About This Game

This Game Attempts a lot of Next - Gen Features for VR. Check Minimum required PC specs.

Feed Eve is a horror/action VR game for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. The Early Access version includes 5 maps and two
different game modes. On every map you are required to survive hellish waves of zombies to rank up your score, which will

help you buy different weapons or doors to progress to the next map.
Maps have a range of different weaponry, up to 10 in certain maps.

- Manage your points wisely between buying weapons and escaping hellish scenarios.
- Utilize a vast array of weaponry to find your perfect fit.

- Desecrate realistic zombies in ultra realistic environments.

It's Feed Eve!
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Title: Feed Eve
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Hashem Amir
Publisher:
Womb Technology
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 / Amd Equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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feed homeless christmas eve. feed every 2 hours. feed everything must go. feed events. feed eve vr. new year's eve live feed.
buzzfeed killing eve. christmas eve feed homeless. eve kill feed. feed every watering. feed every watering in coco. feed a crowd
christmas eve. hollywood feed christmas eve hours. feed everyone loblaw. feed every 4 hours. feed evergreens. what did eve
feed adam. feed every 3 hours

Right now I can't recommend this game..the main thing I noticed was the graphics it's very blurry it is definetly in need of some
in game graphics options...some damage would be good also when you shoot the zombies...the locomotion needs to be a bit
faster..I think the game could be good with a few fixes and updates...I won't refund at this time because I would like to see
where this game goes... Right now I can't recommend this game..the main thing I noticed was the graphics it's very blurry it is
definetly in need of some in game graphics options...some damage would be good also when you shoot the zombies...the
locomotion needs to be a bit faster..I think the game could be good with a few fixes and updates...I won't refund at this time
because I would like to see where this game goes... does not work with Windows mixed reality headsets due to out dated version
of unrela engine. This game is hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are
intense and diverse. Well done.. Right now I can't recommend this game..the main thing I noticed was the graphics it's very
blurry it is definetly in need of some in game graphics options...some damage would be good also when you shoot the
zombies...the locomotion needs to be a bit faster..I think the game could be good with a few fixes and updates...I won't refund at
this time because I would like to see where this game goes... does not work with Windows mixed reality headsets due to out
dated version of unrela engine. does not work with Windows mixed reality headsets due to out dated version of unrela engine.
This game is hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are intense and diverse.
Well done.. This game is hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are intense
and diverse. Well done.
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